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Incuboxx Timisoara – The Business Incubator

Overview
The IT&C business incubator will be par t of a 
territorial network of similar equipments and will 
serve as an urban landmark within a wider project 
that aims to change the use of an old industrial 
site. 
 INCUBOXX is a council building meant for 
young graduates who want to star t a business 
within the IT&C sector. For this reason, the 
building is equipped to serve firms in two 
business stages: the incubation stage (3 years) and 
the consolidation-development stage (2 years). 
Exhibition spaces, conference rooms, a cafeteria, 
a gym, a climbing wall and a terrace are all at any 
young business man’s disposal at INCUBOXX. As 
a result, the colour and material selection for the 
design is inspired by two main concepts: youth 

and sustainability. 

Located on a problematic site, between the slope 
of a train track and a busy boulevard crossing a 
derelict industrial area, the building’s purpose is 
to improve the land it sits on both visually and 
functionally while containing its activity within a 
medium-sized volume (21,070 cubic metres). 

Detail and Materials
The design follows landscaping principles: the 
ar tificially folded land integrates the slope of the 
train track and rises the ground floor. The main 
office building’s west façade faces the boulevard, 
offering a colourful background for urban activity. 
The blue translucent skin, which changes its 
colour during the day and glows during the night 

Location/ : Timi�oara, Romania/

Architect/ : Andreescu and Gaivoronski, 
associated architects
Photos/ : Ovidiu Micsa
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 : 6311.0m²
Key materials: Façade – polycarbonate 

is made from polycarbonate. Reminding of a 
circuit board, it is mounted on the horizontal 
structural grid which expresses itself through 
the horizontality of the windows. From the 
inside, these windows frame views of the city 
at eye level.  
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Façade detail 1
1. Linear and modular illuminator, for accent light, with 5 LEDs, alimentation tension 230V, IP20, 32×35mm, lifespan 50,000
2. CK19C# Windows with semi-mirror glass in glazing system and aluminum joinery with thermal barrier, double special profiles which ensures fixing 
the 40mm polycarbonate, thermal transfer coefficient=1.4W/m2K
3. Laminated “L” profile with even wings, 80×80×6mm fixed on the plasterboard railing on metallic structure
4. Steel pipe 100×100×4mm, for façade support
5. Panel from cellular polycarbonate with joints, thermal transfer coefficient U=1.26w/m2K, colour blue, transparency – mat/opalescent, infrared 
protection, wind proofing system

Façade detail 2
1. Panel from celular polycarbonate with joints, thermic transfer coefficient U=1.26 w/m2K, colour blue, transparency – mat/opalescent, infrared 
protection, wind proofing system
2. Plasterboard railing, fire-resistant 30 min, structure with UA100 steel profiles, 3mm zinc plated, double plated on 3 sides with 12.5cm plasterboard 
panels, full finish, colour white
3. Laminated “L” profile with uneven wings, 100x50x6mm fixed on the plasterboard railing on metallic structure
4. Adjustable fixing system, steel structure, for façade panel “bond” type
5. Panels for façade plates type “bond” with two aluminum plates 0.5mm and polyethylene core
6. Joint at 45° angle between bond panels

Polycarbonate detail 
1. Profile bent at 90 from compacted polycarbonate, 2mm, colour as façade, glued with 
silicon adhesive, UV resistant
2. Panel from cellular polycarbonate with joints, thermic transfer coefficient U=1.26 w/
m2K, colour blue, transparency – mat/opalescent, infrared protection, wind proofing 
system
3. Mechanical fixing for polycarbonate
4. Laminated “L” profile with uneven wings, 100x50x6mm fixed on the plasterboard railing 
on metallic structure
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Environmental Strategy
One of the main features of the building is the 
fact that it is self sustained through passive 
cooling and natural lighting. The interior 
atrium is the element that supplies light and 
ventilation to the core of the building. For the 
rentable office space, the windows provide 
both the optimum air exchange and natural 
lighting, while the translucent polycarbonate 
façade filters and optimises the light levels. 
At ground level, the ver tical systematisation 
within the landscape allows for the car park 
to be hidden from view, covered by the land 
and also naturally ventilated. Additionally, 
the folded landscape and intensive planting 
creates a microclimate in which the air 
movement is controlled in order to keep a 

stable temperature around the building during 
the summer while also protecting the interior 
space from traffic noise.    

Economical Strategy 
INCUBOXX is a cost-effective building due to 
two main aspects: it was cheaper to build and 
it has lower running costs than other office 
buildings in Timisoara. The construction budget 
was met through substituting the typical glass 
façade with a more efficient and cost-effective 
material: the multilayered heavily insulated 
polycarbonate. Moreover, because the running 
costs needed to be as low as possible for the 
newly graduate tenants, the design revolves 
around renewable energy principles. The 
atrium is a good example for the design’s 

passive cooling strategy. Using the stack effect, 
it naturally ventilates the central area of the 
building while also bringing natural light in, 
eliminating the need for mechanical ventilation 
during the summer and ar tificial lighting during 
the day. Another good example is the office 
space, where the windows exclude the need 
for ar tificial ventilation, while the translucent 
polycarbonate provides filtered natural light.

To summarise, the light within the space, the 
atrium, the cafeteria dominating the entry 
sequence, the gym, the materials used and the 
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support needed to develop the creativity and 
skills of young graduates from Timisoara. 


